In this paper, we present a complete system to monitor the growth of tomatoes from images acquired in open fields. This is a challenging task because of the severe occlusion and poor contrast in the images. We approximate the tomatoes by spheres in the 3D space, hence by ellipses in the image space. The tomatoes are first identified in the images using a segmentation procedure. Then, the size of the tomatoes is measured from the obtained segmentation and camera parameters. The shape information combined with temporal information, given the limited evolution from an image to the next one, is used throughout the system to increase the robustness with respect to occlusion and poor contrast. The segmentation procedure presented in this paper is an extension of our previous work based on active contours. Here, we present a method to update the position of the tomato by comparing the SIFT descriptors computed at predetermined points in two consecutive images. This leads to a very accurate estimation of the tomato position, from which the entire segmentation procedure benefits. The average error between the automatic and manual segmentations is around 4 % (expressed as the percentage of tomato size) with a good robustness with respect to occlusion (up to 50 %). The size estimation procedure was evaluated by calculating the size of tomatoes under a controlled environment. In this case, the mean percentage error between the actual radius and the estimated size is around 2.35 % with a standard deviation of 1.83 % and is less than 5 % in most (91 %) cases. The complete system was also applied to estimate the size of tomatoes cultivated in open fields.
Introduction
Monitoring the growth of crop provides important information about the status of the crop and helps the farmer in better managing resource requirements (such as storage requirements, transportation) after the harvest. It also allows better planning and marketing well in advance, as well as better negotiating terms and condition for crop insurance. Moreover, any abnormal growth of the crop can be determined through crop continuous monitoring during the entire agriculture season [1] .
Existing methods for monitoring the growth of crops can be broadly divided into two categories. In the first category, the growth of the crop is monitored and the yield of Institute of Technology, Manipal University, Manipal, India Full list of author information is available at the end of the article the field is estimated based on remote sensing data [2, 3] . Various vegetation indices such as normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) and vegetation condition index (VCI) are used to calculate the growth stage of the crop and then estimate the yield. However, the quality of the acquired data may decrease due to adverse climatic condition (such as clouds) [3] . Moreover, since NDVI is based on reflected radiation in the near-infrared and visible wavelengths, the condition of the soil could result in unreliable measured indices. Crop growth modeling is another method used to model the growth of the crop based on crop variety, soil, and weather information [4] . The drawback of this method is that it considers an ideal scenario with no infection in the field. In case of an infection, the estimated model would not accurately represent the actual growth status of the crop.
There exist few studies where the growth of the crops is monitored based on captured images of the field [5, 6] . For instance, the authors in [5] proposed to detect apples cultivated in apple orchards and then measure their size based on morphological operations. However, the proposed method does not take into account any possible occlusion, which may be a strong limitation. The authors in [6] developed a model that can predict the yield of the field at harvest, given the flower density calculated from the captured image. In order to have maximal contrast in the image and least influence of sunlight condition, a black screen made of textile was placed behind the trees, which is a heavy and painful task. Moreover, the yield of the field at harvest depends not only on the flower density but also on the meteorological conditions during the season. These methods are limited to a controlled environment where there is little occlusion and little movement between consecutive images.
This study proposes an innovative system for monitoring the growth of tomatoes cultivated in open fields, from images acquired at regular time intervals by two cameras. The purpose is to estimate the size of the tomatoes remotely, all along their maturation (from flowers to ripe fruits), in order to detect any abnormal development and predict the yield of the field. No specific installation is required to control the environment. The two cameras are placed in the open field and the images are transferred to a central server via a wireless network (2G, 3G, 4G). The data are stored and analyzed at the central server. Note that a judicious amount of data should be transferred to the central server in order to minimize the cost. From the estimated sizes, any abnormal development can be deduced and an estimate of the yield of the field can be computed remotely.
The growth monitoring and yield estimation require identifying the tomatoes in the images and performing quantitative measurements based on calibrated acquisitions. Figure 1 shows typical images of the field using a two-camera acquisition system. Given the challenges of the system (see Section 2), we suppose that a tomato can be modeled as a sphere in the 3D space. Therefore, the tomatoes are first identified in the images using a segmentation procedure, which exploits shape information combined with temporal information, given the limited evolution from an image to the next one. The size of the tomatoes is then measured from the obtained segmentation and camera parameters. We chose to capture and analyze images of the tomatoes during their whole development while keeping costs as low as possible. We chose to process one pair of images per day, as analyzing images more frequently would increase the cost of transmission and processing, without bringing significant extra information.
This work is an extension of our previous works [7, 8] which presented the segmentation procedure only. In contrast, this paper presents the complete system to follow the growth of tomatoes, which consists in segmenting the tomatoes and then estimating their sizes. Furthermore, we propose a more accurate method for estimating the position of the tomato as compared to our previous works [7, 8] , thereby improving the obtained segmentation and leading to more accurate experimental results.
As it can be observed from Fig. 1 , detecting the tomatoes is a very challenging task. This point is discussed in Section 2, and the model we propose to overcome the difficulties is presented in Section 3. Sections 4 and 5 describe the proposed methods for the two parts of the system: segmentation procedure and size estimation procedure. Experimental results obtained with our complete system on data acquired in open fields are presented in Section 6.
Challenges of the system
One of the major challenges of the system results from occlusion. Most of the tomatoes are either partially or completely hidden by other tomatoes or branches/leaves. Figure 2 shows images of three different tomatoes. It is worth noting the variation in the amount of occlusion. In Fig. 1 Images of the scene acquired using two cameras Fig. 2 Variation in the amount of occlusion some cases, due to severe occlusion, it is impossible to correctly detect the tomatoes even manually.
Color information is not very useful as the tomatoes and leaves are almost of the same color during a major part of the agriculture season (Fig. 1) . Moreover, the position of the tomato is not fixed during an agriculture season. This might be due to external climatic condition (wind, rain) or due to the increasing weight of the tomato as the season progresses.
Since the images are acquired in open fields, we do not have any control on the external illumination of the scene. As a result, a shadow is observed in some images (Fig. 3) . Moreover, due to the presence of neighboring tomatoes in the background, a portion of the contour is blurred (Fig. 3) . This results in an imprecision regarding the delineation of the actual position of the contour.
In order to measure the size of the tomato, we need to determine the image points in the two images corresponding to the same point in the 3D space. This correspondence problem is another very challenging task given the complexity of the scene.
In order to overcome all these problems, we propose to exploit available a priori information. The next section introduces our system and describes how this information is integrated.
Proposed system
We suppose that the tomato is a sphere in the 3D space. Using the properties of projective geometry, it can be shown that the image of a sphere in the 3D space is an ellipse (Section 3.1). Moreover, we found experimentally that the ellipse parameters vary slowly from one day to the next one, allowing us to introduce temporal knowledge in our models (Section 3.2). All this information is used all along our segmentation method which relies on an active contour model with shape constraint (Section 3.3). The complete workflow is introduced in Section 3.4. Figure 4 shows the geometry of the acquisition system. The camera parameters (intrinsic and extrinsic) were computed by observing a calibration pattern at different locations and orientations in the scene [9] .
Geometric model
The contour generator of a surface Qr of the 3D space, in general, is a space curve, composed of all points X situated on the surface at which the imaging rays are tangent. The apparent contour Cn is the image of this contour generator.
Under the camera projection matrix P, the apparent contour of the quadric Qr (a surface in the 3D space) is the conic Cn defined as: 
where M * represents the adjoint of M or M * ∝ M −1 for a non-singular matrix M, where ∝ denotes equality up to a scale factor. Note that a dual conic Cn * is used here because apparent contour arises from tangency (see Chapter 8 in [10] ).
In our case, the contour generator of a sphere is a circle whose center is the center X c of the sphere (Fig. 5) . The curve is included in the plane orthogonal to the line joining the center of the sphere X c and the camera center C. The rays from the camera center C and tangent at the contour generator form a cone, with the camera center as its vertex. The intersection of the image plane with the cone gives the image of the contour generator. Therefore, the apparent contour of this contour generator (circle) is an ellipse.
Introducing this a priori shape information in the segmentation procedure increases the robustness of the segmentation with respect to occlusion. Besides, this also simplifies the size estimation procedure since the radius of the sphere can be estimated without a full 3D reconstruction of the scene. 
Temporal model
As discussed earlier, there is little growth of the tomato in a given day. Therefore, only two images are acquired every day, one for each camera. This creates a sequence of images for a given tomato. We manually segmented five tomatoes and approximated the delineated contour by an ellipse. We then studied the evolution of the length of their major and minor axes for the entire agriculture season. This study confirmed that there is little growth in the tomato during a given day [7] .
Moreover, it was observed that under normal circumstances, there is a little movement of the tomato as the season progresses. However, this movement is not uniform and very difficult to predict especially in case of strong winds or heavy rains, which led us to propose a new algorithm for tomato detection, presented in Section 4.2.
This a priori temporal information is integrated in the segmentation algorithm by defining intervals which represent the acceptable variation of the ellipse parameters in a given day. The admissible range of variation of the ellipse parameters is quite wide and defined as follows:
where a i , b i , ϕ i , SA i , and Ecc i are the semi major axis length, semi minor axis length, orientation, area, and eccentricity of the ellipse in the previous image (i th image), respectively.
Active contour with shape constraint
The proposed segmentation procedure is based on an active contour model [11] with shape constraint. A brief description of the proposed active contour model [7] is presented below. As discussed, the image of the tomato is assumed to be an ellipse. Thus, we propose to use a parametric active contour with an elliptic shape constraint, derived from a reference ellipse. Assuming the center of the reference ellipse as the origin, a point z(θ) on the evolving contour can be defined as:
where θ is the angular coordinate and r(θ) is the radial coordinate. Similarly, a point situated on the reference ellipse can be denoted as z e (θ) = r e (θ)e jθ . The energy functional with shape prior is defined as:
In the above equation, the internal energy is represented by the first term and the external energy by the last term, which restricts the evolution of the contour with respect to the reference ellipse. The coefficient α controls the variations of r and makes it regular, while ψ controls the influence of the shape prior on the total energy. In our application, these two parameters were set experimentally (α = 10, ψ = 0.5) on some examples and the same values were used for all images. The second term, the image energy term, is calculated using gradient vector flow (GVF) [12] . The minimization of Eq. 8 is classically performed thanks to an iterative algorithm. The reference ellipse is regularly updated, based on both the position of the current curve z(θ) and the knowledge of the final ellipse in the previous image (temporal model).
Summary of the proposed algorithm
Here, we briefly present the main steps for processing a tomato in a series of images captured by the left and right cameras. The global system is composed of two main steps: tomato segmentation and size estimation (Fig. 6) . We assume that the images of a given day (i+1), Im We first summarize the segmentation procedure applied to the left and right images separately (Fig. 7) . Since the position of the tomato is not fixed in the image as the season progresses, we first update it (Section 4.2). Then, gradient information is combined with region information in order to propose a first elliptic approximation of the tomato boundary, from which the active contour with elliptic shape constraint can be applied. Finally, four ellipse estimates are computed from which the operator has to select the best one as the final segmentation (Section 4.3).
In order to perform metric measurements in the scene, we need to determine the camera projection matrices for the two cameras (P, Q). These matrices are computed using the method presented in [9] . Then, from the obtained segmentation in the two images Ell i+1 l , Ell i+1 r and the camera projection matrices, the set of 3D space points situated on the contour generator is computed (Section 5.1). From the two sets of 3D space points corresponding to the left and the right cameras, we then estimate the radius of the sphere using least square minimization techniques (Section 5.2). Finally, a joint optimization is performed to obtain the final radius estimate of the sphere (Section 5.3).
Segmentation procedure
This section presents the proposed algorithm for detecting the tomatoes. Let us denote by Im i+1 the (i + 1) th image (left or right) in which we wish to identify the tomato. In our sequential approach, the contour in the (i + 1) th image is computed based on the information present in Im i+1 and the contour of the tomato in the (Fig. 7) . So, in the following steps, it is assumed that the contour representing the tomato in the i th image is available and reliable. It is denoted by the ellipse Ell
f represents the center of the ellipse whose semi major and minor axes lengths are a i f and b i f , respectively, and which has a rotation angle of ϕ i f .
Pre-processing
Color information is not very useful since the tomatoes turn to red only at the end of the season. However, the edges of the tomatoes are more contrasted in the red component of the image, even during the first stages of the maturation. Hence, only this component is considered.
A contrast stretching transformation is applied to this image.
Tomato localization
We first update the position of the tomato in the current image ((i + 1) th ) using a descriptor-based approach. Given the complexity of the scene, detecting interest points in the entire image and then matching their descriptors would be a computationally expensive task. Instead, we propose to compare the descriptors computed at a predetermined set of points in the previous (i th ) and current ((i + 1) th ) images. The points in the i th image are computed from the final segmentation validated by the operator (Section 4.3.3). As such, these points are very likely to be situated on the actual boundary of the tomato, or they are very close to it otherwise. In the (i + 1) th image, the candidate points are computed based on gradient magnitude and direction; they may or may not lie on the actual boundary of the tomato. By matching these two sets of descriptors, we then compute the translation undergone by the tomato from the i th image to the (i + 1) th image.
Selection of relevant points in the i th image
Considering the final segmentation v i f (output by the active contour algorithm) and its least square estimate Ell i f in the i th image (Fig. 8) , the first step aims at selecting from v i f a set P i of points that are surely situated on the tomato. 
If we denote by P i h,max the point with maximum gradient magnitude along the segment P i h,1 P i h,2 , then P i v,h is selected as a point situated on the actual contour of the tomato if:
where d represents the Euclidean distance. Hereinafter, the set of points situated on the actual contour of the tomato computed using the above condition is represented as Figure 9 shows the points detected in the 17th image of sequence S = 7. Most of the non-occluded contour points of the tomato have been selected using this approach. 
Selection of candidate points in the (i + 1) th image
We now wish to compute a set of candidate contour points in the (i+1) th image. We first roughly determine the position of the tomato in the (i + 1) th image, based on the pattern matching method presented in [7] . Let us denote by C m =[x m , y m ] the estimated position. The purpose of the proposed method is to refine this position. Using a polar representation with C m as the origin, let us denote by
the set of points situated inside two concentric circles ( Fig. 8 ) whose radii are respectively 0.5r i f and 1.5r i f . Points from this set are selected as candidate points if they satisfy the following two conditions:
where arg ∇Im i+1 P i+1
and ∇Im i+1 P i+1 u,c are respectively the angle and magnitude of the gradient at
The threshold values have been determined experimentally (η = 0.2 pixels, δθ max = π 8 rad). The above conditions can be viewed as selecting the points with strong gradient whose gradient direction is within an acceptable limit with respect to the normal vector to a circle with radius r i f . Finally, for every angle θ i+1 u,c , if several points satisfy the criteria defined in Eqs. 11 and 12, only the closest to the center point C m is retained. Thus, at most, one candidate point is retained by angle. This allows reducing the number of candidate points to be processed, in a way that is consistent with the fact that the non-occluded pixels of the tomato do not have prominent gradient.
Hereinafter, the set of candidate points in the (i + 1) th image is denoted by Figure 9 shows the set of points P i+1 c detected for the 18th image of sequence S = 7. Note that the points lying on the actual contour of the tomato have been detected along with several other points lying on the adjacent leaves.
Descriptor matching
Next, we wish to match the descriptors computed at these two sets of points. Let us denote by D P i and D P i+1 c the scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) descriptors [13] computed at P i and P i+1 c , respectively. For every interest point of P i , the best match is determined by minimizing the Euclidean distance between the two descriptor vectors (using the keypoint matching approach presented in [13] ). Let us suppose that the k th point of the set P i matches with the l th point in the set P i+1 c . The corresponding translation T i k is then computed as:
Now, we wish to determine which translation among the n i P possible candidates represents the actual movement of the tomato. For each candidate, we define the translated set of points P i
Among the n i P possible translations, we first select n h n h < n i P translations which maximize the number of inliers. An inlier is defined as a point of P i T k whose distance to a point of P i+1 c is less than 5 pixels. However, due to the high variability that can generally be observed between two consecutive images, selecting a translation based only on the maximization of the number of inliers would not give optimal results. Hence, we propose to introduce additional information.
We first compute the region representing the tomato in the i th image using a classical region growing algorithm, with seed calculated from the brightest pixels and growth limited to the region inside Ell i f . We thus obtain the region ω i t representing the non-occluded part of the tomato in the previous image (Fig. 10 ). This region is used as a reference for computing the optimal translation.
We then apply the region growing algorithm in the (i + 1) th image, considering every preselected translation (translation of seed and of the limiting area). We denote by ω i+1 k the binary image so obtained corresponding to a particular T k .
Let us define ν k , the ratio of the two regions as:
where |A| represents the cardinality of set A. We retain the translation T f (Fig. 11 ) which maximizes ν k , among the translations that satisfy two preliminary conditions:
The first condition eliminates those cases where there is an inconsistency between the size of the region representing the tomatoes in the two consecutive images. The second condition ensures that the mean gray level measured in the (i + 1) th image on an area which is supposed to be a non-occluded part of the tomato is consistent with the one found in the previous image. Due to the varying configurations of occlusion, it might be possible that none of the n h preselected translations, which maximize the number of inliers, represent the actual translation of the tomato. This scenario is generally detected by the above two conditions. In that case, all the n i P initial translations are tested. We denote by C i+1 t the updated location of the tomato center in the (i + 1) th image:
Estimation of the tomato boundary
In order to reduce the region to be analyzed, a smaller image ImS i+1 is extracted from Im i+1 with its center as C i+1 t . A contrast stretching transformation is then applied to ImS i+1 . The segmentation procedure is based on our active contour model with elliptic shape constraint (Section 3.3). It leads to a better robustness with respect to occlusions and lack of contrast. However, given the complexity of the scene, a good initialization is required; otherwise, the active contour will not converge towards the searched contours but will get trapped in another local minimum of the energy functional. Thus, the tomato detection procedure presented in Section 4.2 is of major interest as compared to our previous work [7, 8] , as it improves the accuracy of the initialization algorithm (Section 4.4.1) and consequently the global performances (Section 4.4.2).
A brief overview of the initialization procedure is presented in Section 4.3.1. More details can be found in [7, 8] . Then, additional information about the active contour model is given in Section 4.3.2.
Initialization of the active contour model
We use both gradient and region information to determine the initial position of the active contour model. First, the method described in Section 4.2.2 (Eqs. 11 and 12) is applied in order to determine a set of candidate points, based on gradient magnitude and direction. Since the position of the tomato center is detected more accurately than in our previous work, it has been possible to restrict the size of the region of interest, which now lies inside two concentric circles with radius 0.9b i f and 1.1a i f instead of 0.5r i f and 1.5r i f (Fig. 12 ). Due to the presence of outliers, even small, a least square estimate of an ellipse from all of the candidate points would not accurately represent the tomato boundary. Consequently, a RANSAC estimate based on an elliptic model is used to determine the parameters of several candidate ellipses. In this step, only those ellipses which satisfy the temporal constraint formulated in Section 3.2 are considered. Thus, a total of N a = 20 ellipses, Ell with the largest number of inliers and whose parameters are compatible with the ones of the tomato in the previous image (Fig. 12) . Note that both spatial regularization and temporal regularization have been used in this step, increasing the reliability of the segmentation procedure.
The third step of the initialization procedure aims at introducing region information, in order to select the best ellipse among the N a previously retained. For that, we apply a region growing algorithm, whose seed is formed from the brightest pixels inside the intersection of all (Fig. 12) , where the pixels set to 1 correspond to nonoccluded parts of the tomato. Then, for every candidate ellipse Ell i+1 u , u = 1, . . . , N a , we compare the region ω i+1 t with the region inside the considered ellipse, denoted by ω i+1 u , by calculating the following index:
where |A| represents the cardinality of a set A. (Fig. 12) is selected among the ellipses for which a good match is achieved (Eq. 20), considering another regularization condition which imposes that the size and shape of the ellipse in ImS i+1 are close to the ones in ImS i (Eq. 21):
Combining ω i+1 v and ω i+1 t enables us also to determine the region of potential occlusions.
Applying the elliptic active contour model
The elliptic active contour model (Section 3.3) is then applied from the initialization Ell i+1 v . During the first n start iterations, the parameter ψ is set to zero, so that z moves towards the most prominent contours. Then, the elliptic shape constraint is introduced for n ellipse iterations (ψ = 0) in order to guarantee robustness with respect to occlusion. Finally, the shape constraint is relaxed (ψ = 0) for a few n end iterations, which allows reaching the boundary more accurately, as a tomato is not a perfect ellipse (Fig. 13) .
During the n ellipse iterations, the reference ellipse is regularly and automatically updated from the current curve z. Again, a least square estimate calculated from all the points of the curve z is not relevant because some of them may lie on false contours (e.g., leaves). So a procedure, similar to the one described in Section 4.2.1, is applied in order to select a subset of points that are very likely to lie on the boundary of the tomato. From these points, the parameters of the reference ellipse are optimized in a root mean square error sense and so automatically updated every 10 iterations. Note that the length of the major and minor axes are estimated only once, at the beginning of the process, as the initial values are supposed to be very close to the actual values (temporal regularization), contrary to the other parameters of the ellipse, which are much more unstable due to the global movement of the tomato.
It is also worth noting that the image forces are not considered in the regions of occlusion, in every step of this process.
Final elliptic approximation
Finally, four elliptic estimates (Fig. 13) of the tomato boundary are determined: points that are likely to be on the actual boundary are extracted based on several selection criteria [7, 8] ; then, the RANSAC algorithm or a least square estimation [14] are applied to get the four elliptic approximations from the sets of selected points. In general, the four ellipses are almost the same in the case of little occlusion while they may differ more significantly in the case of higher occlusion. The operator has only to select the best estimate, if he considers it correct, or manually define a better elliptic approximation, otherwise. The latter case is however very rare and arises when the tomato is highly occluded (see the experimental results presented in Section 4.4).
Evaluation of the segmentation procedure
We first compare the proposed descriptor-based method to update the position of the tomato (Section 4.4.1) with our previous work. We then evaluate the segmentation procedure by comparing the obtained segmentations with manual segmentations (Section 4.4.2).
The proposed segmentation procedure was evaluated on the images acquired during three agriculture seasons (April-August, 2011-2013). Although a variety of the tomatoes was the same, a difference in vegetation was observed due to external climatic conditions. We identified 21 tomatoes for our study covering different sites and different seasons, thus ensuring a good representation of the variability. Analyzing only one pair of images a day for each tomato, we created therefore 21 pairs of image sequences.
Not all flowers develop into tomatoes at the same time. Besides, some tomatoes may be totally hidden by other tomatoes or leaves. As a result, the total number of days a particular tomato can be observed is not identical for all the 21 tomatoes. Flowers that mature to tomato early and are not hidden by leaves/tomatoes can be observed for a maximum number of days, thus creating a maximum number of images in the corresponding tomato sequence.
It is difficult to evaluate the segmentation procedure on the entire image dataset, given the variable degrees of occlusion. Therefore, the influence of the amount of occlusion on the final radius estimate was studied, and the image dataset was then divided into three categories [7, 8] Results are presented for category 1 and category 2 separately. Note that only images acquired from the left camera are presented in this section. Indeed, the images acquired using the left and the right cameras exhibit similar characteristics, in overall, even if different percentages of occlusion can be observed for some pairs.
Tomato localization
In this section, we compare the proposed descriptorbased approach to update the position of the tomato with the pattern matching approach presented in our previous work [7, 8] . For this, we measure the distance between the estimated center of the tomato obtained with the two approaches with the actual center of the tomato given by the manual segmentation.
Let us define for any image i two distance measures D i pm and D i desc :
D i pm and D i desc represent the error on the estimation of the tomato center for the pattern matching method C i m and the descriptor-based method C i t , respectively. Tables 1 and 2 show the percentage of images in a given sequence for which the distance measure D i pm or D i desc is less than 10 pixels, For the images of category 1, the position of the tomato was precisely detected in 97 % of the images using the descriptor-based approach (D i desc < 10 pixels) as compared to 65 % in case of pattern matching. This demonstrates a significant improvement regarding the accuracy of the tomato localization. Moreover, almost based on this method with a significant improvement (+3.6 %) as compared with the pattern matching approach. The images of category 2 contain a significant amount of occlusion, with more than 30 % of the elliptical contour hidden. Therefore, the pattern matching approach fails to find the position of the tomato D i pm > r i s 2 in 9 % of cases. However, the descriptor-based approach correctly detects the position of the tomato for 96.5 % of the images with a significant improvement (+5.1 %). For instance, in sequence 13, the position of the tomato was correctly detected D i pm < r i s 2 in only 76 % of the images by the pattern matching approach, against 100 % with the new one. Moreover, as in the case of images of category 1, a significant improvement regarding the accuracy of the estimated position of the tomato is observed. Using the descriptor-based approach, the position is accurately detected for 85 % of the images (D i desc < 10 pixels), compared to 59 % with pattern matching.
The pattern matching approach [7, 8] is based on the detection of the non-occluded region. In case of partial occlusion, the maximum of correlation may be rather far from the actual center of the tomato. Moreover, it cannot provide an accurate estimation when several tomatoes overlap. The descriptor-based approach overcomes these difficulties since it relies on both region and contour information. The movement of the tomato can be accurately estimated by matching feature vectors calculated on contour points. Overall, the descriptor-based approach is more robust to occlusion and provides a more accurate estimation of the tomato center. This benefits to the complete segmentation procedure, as the detection of the candidate contour points is then much more reliable, leading to a better initialization of the elliptic active contour model.
Tomato segmentation
In order to evaluate the segmentation procedure, the obtained segmentation A (one of the four final estimates Ell For the images of category 1, very good results (Fig. 14) were obtained in most of the sequences with μ D meanR less than 10 % for all the sequences. The mean error averaged on all images is less than 5 % (even for Ell f 4 , without manual selection), which fits the requirements of the final user. Moreover, a lower σ D meanR demonstrates the robustness of our method. Even if the occlusion degree is less than 30 %, many images present a blurred contour or low contrast, due to shadowing effects or overlap with nearby tomatoes. However, a good segmentation is obtained in even these challenging cases (Fig. 14b, c) . For the images acquired in the agriculture season 2013 (Sequence 12-21), the size of the tomatoes is smaller compared to the seasons 2011 and 2012. This accounts for slightly higher relative distance measures for these sequences (Fig. 14d) .
For the images of category 2, which contain a significant amount of occlusion (30 to 50 %), good results are observed with μ D meanR less than 10 % in case of Ell f 4 for almost all sequences (except sequence 10). When considering the optimal ellipse Ell opt , μ D meanR is less than 10 % for all the sequences and less than 5 % for 60 % of them. The results have been significantly improved compared to our previous work, thanks to the more accurate detection of the position of the tomato. Figure 15 shows some examples where a good segmentation is obtained even in the presence of noise and blurred contour and/or low resolution, in addition to severe occlusion. The significant segmentation errors occur when the presence of the neighboring leaves and/or branches produces strong gradients near the desired contour which misleads the movement of the active contour. This effect is prominent in sequence 13, which results in higher distance measures for this sequence (Fig. 16a) . Other typical cases of errors result from blurring due to tomato overlap combined with partial occlusion (Fig. 16b) .
Finally, it is worth noting that it may be very difficult to determine the contour position at some places even manually, because of blurring, shadowing (Fig. 17a,  b) or the presence of leaves near the "head" of the tomato at the beginning of the maturation (Fig. 17c) . This imprecision can also explain middling results in some cases. Table 5 compares the statistics obtained for the two methods, the one presented in [7, 8] can be processed with the descriptor-based approach, which shows better robustness with respect to occlusion (+8 % for images of category 2). The descriptor-based approach provides a significant benefit when the image quality is poor or the tomato is highly occluded (e.g., sequences 3, 4, 10, 11, 14, 15, 17, 20, 21). Similar results are obtained otherwise. This detailed study demonstrates that the update of the tomato position is a crucial step which conditions the quality of the final segmentation. Only five images were discarded using this criterion 
Size estimation
In this section, we wish to estimate the size of the tomato approximated by a sphere in the 3D space. In order to calculate the parameters of the sphere, it is assumed that the camera projection matrices, P and Q for the left and right cameras respectively, as well as the parameters of the apparent contours (ellipse) in the two images, have been calculated. The camera parameters are determined once, at the beginning of the season, by observing a calibration pattern at different positions and orientations in the scene, as described in [9] . Note that the acquisition system is firmly fixed to the ground, so that the calculated projection matrices P and Q are valid throughout the agricultural season. The parameters of the apparent contours of the tomatoes in the left and right images are provided by the segmentation procedure, after validation by an operator (Section 4.3.3) .
In the following, we use bold letters to denote vectors (X) and italics to denote scalars (X). Quantities in the 3D space are denoted by upper case letters (X, X) while image quantities are denoted by lower case letters (x, x). Finally, points lying on the ellipses obtained from the segmentation algorithm are now denoted by x o,l and x o,r , o = 1, . . . , N , for the left and right images respectively.
From the segmentation in the two images, we first recover the ellipse centers, x l in the left image and x r in the right image. It is assumed that these are the image points of the sphere center X ct , which is then determined based on a triangulation procedure [9] . Using the property presented in Section 3.1, a set of 3D space points lying on the contour generator is determined from the points on the elliptic contour, for each image (Section 5.1). From the two sets of 3D space points, corresponding to the left and right images, two values for the radius of the sphere are computed based on a least square minimization approach (Section 5.2). Finally, a joint functional is minimized in order to obtain an estimate of the sphere radius (Section 5.3). to the line joining the camera center C l (deduced from the projection matrix P) and X ct . Its equation is given by:
where The 3D space point
T via the projection matrix P as:
where β is an unknown non-zero scalar factor. By expanding the above equation and eliminating the unknown β, two equations are obtained in the unknowns
Moreover, it is assumed that X o,l lies on plane l (Eq. 27). This gives a set of three equations which may be written in the form:
where,
Assuming A p to be non-singular, the solution of this equation is given by:
The same process is performed for the right image. Consequently, two sets of 3D space points X o,l and X o,r are computed from their respective image points x o,l and x o,r in the left and right images.
Least square estimation of the circle
This estimation is performed on the left and right images independently. Let us consider the left image. Due to measurement errors, the 3D space points X o,l , o = 1, . . . , N might not exactly lie on a perfect circle in the plane l . Hence, we search for a least square estimate of the circle.
In order to simplify the calculation, every 3D space point X o,l is transformed to a new coordinate system (X , Y , Z ) linked to the plane l with X , Y axes lying on the plane and Z -axis orthogonal to the plane. The least square estimation of the circle enables us to get a first estimate of the sphere radius, R l . We get the second estimate R r in the same way. 
Joint optimization
Let us denote by X ct,l , Y ct,l X ct,r , Y ct,r the center of the sphere in the left image (right image) in the new coordinate system linked to l ( r ). From an initial radius estimate defined as the mean of R l and R r (i.e. R = R l +R r 2 ), the following function:
is minimized using the Gauss-Newton method, in order to determine the final estimate of the sphere radius, denoted by R est .
Evaluation: Size estimation
Since a tomato is not a perfect sphere, two reference distances D 1 , D 2 were measured manually, which approximate the size of the tomato (Fig. 18 ). These reference distances were compared with the estimated radius R est and relative error percentages PE D 1 , PE D 2 were computed with respect to D 1 and D 2 :
In order to evaluate the proposed method, the radius of some tomatoes (T a =1,. . . , 10) were measured from images acquired in the laboratory under ideal conditions (correct illumination, no occlusion). Images of these tomatoes were acquired at different positions (Pos A and B) and different heights (H = 10 and 30 cm) from the ground using the same acquisition system as in the open field. The relative position between the camera and tomatoes was also identical, providing images of similar resolution. At each position, the tomatoes were observed at three different orientations (Orn = 1, 2, 3), not necessarily identical for all positions. The radius of these tomatoes were computed as described above using a manual segmentation as we wish to focus on the evaluation of the second part of the system (estimation of the tomato size). Table 6 shows the PE D 1 for different positions and different orientations. This error is always less than 10 % and most (91 %) of the values are less than 5 %, which demonstrates the robustness of the radius estimation. Moreover, the estimated radius R est is closer to the reference distance D 1 than D 2 . This is because a sphere with a radius D 1 will cover the entire tomato and hence it is logical that R est is closer to D 1 . Using the estimated radius R est , an estimate of the volume, V R est , is computed using the spherical hypothesis V R est = 4 3 πR 3 est . However, since a tomato is not a perfect sphere, we determined a correction factor α cc that can be applied on the radius in order to get a measure closer to the actual volume.
Let us denote by V correc between V correc R est and the actual volume V actual is then studied for the other tomatoes at different positions and different orientations. The error percentage is less than 15 % in 87 % of the cases. From this experiment, it seems that it may be possible to correct the measurements made with the spherical hypothesis in order to take into account the specific shape of the tomato that is cultivated in the field. This short study validates the volume estimation using the spherical hypothesis. However, the proposed correction model is very basic and was parametrized on a small set of tomatoes. Further studies need to be conducted on a larger dataset to increase the robustness of the volume estimation.
Result: entire system
The method proposed in Section 5 was used to measure the size of 10 tomatoes cultivated in the open field for the agriculture season 2013 (Sequences 12-21). It is assumed that Ell opt is the final segmentation selected by the operator among the four possibilities, in both images (no manual correction). is less than 10 %, which demonstrates the robustness of our method and fits the requirement of the project. For sequence 19, the position of the tomato is not correctly detected due the presence of identical neighboring tomatoes (Fig. 19) . As a result, an incorrect radius is estimated for this tomato.
Note that the accuracy of the final radius estimates depends on the reliable estimation of several parameters at the different steps of the method (segmentation, camera parameters, etc.). An imprecision in one of these parameters would result in an inaccurate radius estimate. The influence of the imprecision in the segmentation on the estimated radius was also studied theoretically using Eq. 1. For a 1-pixel error in the length of the major axis (minor axis) of the ellipse, the corresponding relative percentage error in the radius was found to be between 0.5 and The error percentage PE D1 less than 10 % is shown in italics Fig. 19 For the sequence 19, the position of the tomato is not correctly detected. The manual segmentation is shown in red while Ell opt is shown in green 3 % (0.6 and 3 %, respectively) depending on the position of the object in the scene, which is acceptable for the considered application.
Conclusions
This paper presents a complete system to monitor the growth of tomatoes from images captured in open field. One of the major challenges is occlusion. Moreover, poor illumination and the presence of neighboring tomatoes may cause the tomato contours to be smoothed, resulting in imprecision on their actual position. To overcome these challenges, we proposed to model the tomato as a sphere in the 3D space. This enables us to introduce a priori shape information in the segmentation procedure, which increases the robustness with respect to occlusion and lack of contrast. Besides, the spherical hypothesis allows us to simplify the size estimation procedure.
The segmentation method presented in this paper is an extension of our previous work [7, 8] based on active contour. In this paper, we propose to estimate the movement of the tomato between two consecutive images, by comparing SIFT descriptors computed at points of the contour. This leads to a more accurate estimate of the position of the tomato than with the pattern matching approach presented in [7, 8] . The improvement is more prominent in the images with significant occlusion (between 30 and 50 %) and poor contrast. For instance, the descriptorbased approach correctly detects the position in 96.5 % of the images where occlusion is between 30 and 50 %, which is an improvement of +5 % compared to the previous approach. Moreover, a high accuracy is reached for 85 % of these images against 59 % with the previous approach. The precision is also significantly improved for low occluded images (97 % against 65 %). This is very important since a more accurate estimation of the tomato position results in a more reliable estimation of the candidate contour points, which in turn leads to a better initialization of the elliptic active contour model. So, the entire segmentation procedure benefits from this new algorithm. The average error (expressed as the percentage of tomato size) is now around 4 % even for tomatoes with a degree of occlusion as high as 50 %.
We also presented a method to estimate the size of the tomato from the obtained segmentation. This method was first tested under ideal acquisition conditions and using manual segmentation. In this case, the percentage error between the actual radius and the estimated size was always less than 10 % with most (91 %) of the error less than 5 %, which demonstrate the robustness of radius estimation. The complete system was also applied to estimate the size of tomatoes cultivated in open fields for the agriculture season 2013. The percentage error was less than 10 % in most of the cases, despite the poor quality of images during this season (small size, pixelated images).
The segmentation procedure based on shape information in each image separately can be extended to include the information in both images in order to propose a joint energy minimization scheme. For instance, if we suppose that a 3D space point X situated on the tomato is projected onto x L in the left image and x R in the right image; then, the evolution of the contour in the two images can be controlled by using the epipolar constraint x T L Fx R = 0 in a joint energy minimization functional, where F is the fundamental matrix computed from the two camera matrices. This approach would increase the robustness of the segmentation procedure with respect to occlusion, particularly in the image pairs where the percentage of occlusion is not identical.
One of the possible approaches to improve the robustness of the yield estimation would be to detect automatically the number of tomatoes present in an image without necessarily performing the segmentation procedure. This could be done during the end of the season when most tomatoes are red. By exploiting the color information, the density of tomatoes could be determined and combined with the size estimation performed on a subset of tomatoes, acquired with higher image resolution. This strategy would result in a more accurate estimate of the yield before the harvest. Moreover, the correction factor α acc involved in volume computation was estimated using a small set of tomatoes (Section 5.4). Further studies need to be done to develop a more accurate volume estimation model. The first experimental results obtained during
